
 

Piaggio to provide vaccination to all its employees 
and their immediate family members 

• Piaggio to provide vaccination for all its employees, their immediate family 
members & in addition all community members working at the manufacturing 
plant catchment area 

• The cost of vaccination will be borne by Piaggio Vehicles Pvt. Ltd.  

• Company has tied up with a private hospital for vaccination in Pune and the 
Baramati plant 

Pune, 8 April, 2021: In the wake of the coronavirus pandemic, , Piaggio Vehicles Pvt Ltd (PVPL), a 100 
% subsidiary of the Italian Piaggio Group, European leader of the 2Wh sector and India’s leading 
manufacturer of small commercial vehicles has announced that they will be providing vaccination to 
all its employees, their immediate family members and the communities residing enclosed in the 
plant manufacturing catchment area. The cost of vaccination will be borne by Piaggio Vehicles Pvt. 
Ltd. 

As part of its social commitment, PVPL has tied up with a private hospital to provide vaccination in 

Pune and the Baramati plant. PVPL will provide reimbursement for vaccination to all their Regional 

office employees and their immediate family members. As a responsible corporate social citizen, 

PVPL will soon be providing ventilators to one of the public hospital of the Sahyadri group in Pune to 

help them upgrade the infrastructure in these trying times. In the past, PVPL has proactively 

provided 500 migrant workers from Pune and Baramati and 11,000 auto driver families with dry 

food kits. Furthermore, PVPL has provided Pune’s Government Hospital with sanitisation facilities. It 

also supported the establishment of a 30-bed isolation center in the Baramati government hospital 

for COVID-19 patients. The company also extended its support to the families of 100 waste pickers in 

Pune by providing them with PPE kits. In addition, PVPL has provided PPE kits and other necessary 

equipment to a government hospital in Pune including facilities for continuing the public education 

programme. 

Mr. Diego Graffi, MD & CEO of Piaggio Vehicles Pvt. Ltd. said, “In these exceptionally difficult times 

we stand with the local government to provide our relentless support and help them increase the 

pace of vaccination. As a socially responsible organisation we attach great value to the overall well-

being of our employees. We aim to provide our staff and their family members with full assistance 

during the pandemic. With this drive of vaccination we continue to make the health and welfare of 

both our staff, their families and neighbouring community a priority.”  

Mr. Pooja Bansal, Head HR, Piaggio Vehicles Pvt. Ltd. said, “Piaggio has always been proactive 

when it comes to the health of its employees and their family members. This vaccination drive is part 

of our commitment to our employees for ensuring their physical and emotional well-being in difficult 

times like this. We have tied up with professional hospitals for administering this vaccine at all our 

manufacturing facilities in Baramati , Corporate office in Pune and 17 regional offices across the 

country.” 

About Piaggio Vehicles Pvt. Ltd. 



 

Piaggio Vehicles Pvt. Ltd. is a 100% owned subsidiary of the Piaggio Group. The Company 
commenced operations in India in 1999 with the launch of the three-wheeler brand Apé, which was 
an immediate success and has grown from strength to strength over the years. PVPL created the 
market, grew it, and has sustained a dominant position in the Diesel 3-wheeler segment. Piaggio is a 
leading player in the light transportation industry with a complete range of three wheelers in Diesel, 
Petrol, CNG, LPG & Electric variants. The Company’s products are not only endorsed by 
approximately 3 million satisfied customers across India but also exported to more than 40 
countries. 
 
Piaggio has a state-of-the-art manufacturing plant at Baramati in Maharashtra, with an installed 
annual production capacity of over 300,000 three-wheeler, 1,50,000 Two-wheelers. It is also self-
reliant in some of the engine categories with its advanced engines plant with a production capacity 
of 1,50,000 Engines annually. Piaggio has an over 3000-strong work force comprising experienced 
engineers, R&D specialists, plant workers, sales, service and marketing professionals.  

For more information, please visit: http://piaggio-cv.co.in/  
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